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Blue Rodeo - C mon Chords
Tabbed By: Dennis Quann

Actually figured this out by watching videos on YouTube of Blue Rodeo playing 
this. It sounds correct to me. Please submit corrections.

Verse 1

C#                            F#
Remember you told me how the good will fall
C#                        F#
Well talk is cheap but I remember it all
    G#                    Bbm
You kissed my cheek yeah I admit
F#                        G#
It turned my head just a little bit

Verse 2

C#                      F#
I see your picture now everywhere
C#                   F#
Collins Bay down to Reading Square
    G#                    Bbm
You say good luck to the people you meet
F#                     G#
You never set foot on any of their streets

Chorus

C#                        F#
That was the day that we rode together
Ebm                      G#
Times like that are now gone forever
C#           F#
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
      C#         F#
C mon down with us
C#           F#
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
      C#         F#
C mon down with us

Verse 3

Climbing the ladder and watching your step



Burnt-out vans up to corporate jets
You used my trust yeah that ain t tough
I hung around cause I m stupid enough

Chorus

C#                        F#
That was the day that we rode together
Ebm                      G#
Times like that are now gone forever
C#           F#
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
      C#         F#
C mon down with us
C#           F#
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
      C#         F#
C mon down with us
      G#       F# G#       F# G#         F#
C mon doooooown doooooown doooooooown

Solo Break: Verse Chords

Chorus

That was the day that we rode together
Times like that are now gone forever
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
C mon down with us
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
C mon down with us

Verse 4

The bigger they are the farther they crawl
Don t be afraid you never got that tall
You make a big deal about your neighbourhood friends
But it s such a drag just to see you again

Chorus

That was the day that we got stoned together
Times like that are now gone forever
C# mon C# mon C# mon C# mon
C mon down with us


